Shreya 10 Jahre:
“We are getting better gradually, though thousands of
its aftershock which are both big and small are still
happening.This is really making us scared.Very
terrible thing happened in Nepal on 25th April.We
cannot even imagine the situation.
Mother, sister, me and my aunt were at home whereas father was not at home. We
experienced that terrible earthquake in home whereas our father experienced outside on his
way to Durbarmarg. Many of the people are homeless. Many property and all the beauty has
been turned into soil.
Let's hope that everything will be fine and also let's pray for that. ”

Shristika 15 Jahre:
“Dear All, we learn the meaning of Earthquake from school: “the
trembling of the earth due to the movement of teptonical plates is called
Earthquake. It is a natural disaster and it is not created by the human and
cannot be stopped by the human.”
Earthquake was like fairytale in the past but now it is real in
everyone's eyes.
Earthquake occured in Nepal and caused great destruction to the country.
It occured on 25th of April. On that day, everyone in the family were at the
home expect our dad. He had went to the office early in the morning. My
mom cooked food little bit late than the usual time because it was
Saturday. We had invited our aunty for the lunch. After she came we had our lunch and
started talking. While my mother, sister and aunty were in the kitchen, I went to the guest
room and started brooming. In a minute all the things kept in the room began to shake. I
became amazed but when I felt that the land was also shaking then I ran towards the kitchen.
Then we all sat under the door of our kitchen. The earthquake lasted for 2.15 Minute? [ some
people told me] only but it became a very long to me and my family maybe to the other
people too. After the trembling stopped we went to an open place. At that time all the people
had already gathered there. Again the earthquake came. We catched each other's hand and
prayed for the God. Then my dad also came in the spot. Then we all family were all together.
That day eartrhquake came in the interval of 5 minutes and people afraid and worried. Then
we thought not to stay inside the house over night and stayed outside the house ….
…. Earthquake has taken lives of people, cultural heritage, houses, temple, land, mountain,
snow peak, ambulance, electricity etc. …. We cannot simply imagine how much has been
destroyed….

…. Temples are cracked, the roofs of the temples are gone. The Boudhanath Stupa is also
cracked. So we can see the lifestyles of people greately affected by the earthquake. Because
of this incident, both rich and poor people have come in same standard. On the day of the
earthquake, both standard of of people had to leave their house and sit on the open ground as
their home and sky as their roof. the cities are like dead cities now. The word earthquake
means death now.
So the april 25, 2015 is considered as the black day of Nepal because it took the natural
beauty, villages, lives of people, houses, cultural heritage of Nepal. It brought everflowing
tears in the eyes of Nepalese people.

